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& eContent Distribution Platform
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m Courser

Adaptive Learning Platform

mCourser is a comprehensive eLearning Platform (LMS) supporting Adaptive Learning
and dedicated to the delivery of highly interactive educational eContent packages.
It effectively supports all educational processes and interactions between Teachers
and Students.

Main Features
USER FRIENDLY
An intuitive and transparently designed
interface, based on the industry
standard UX practices makes it perfect
even for those less tech-savvy users.

ONLINE & OFFLINE
All results are synced, stored and
managed online on the mCourser
platform with a dedicated native offline
mLibro application.

mCourser collects vast amount of data on solving digital activities,
playing educational games or completing the tasks assigned by the
Teachers from thousands of Students on a daily basis.

OPEN ARCHITECTURE
An API allows the connection with
the third-party LMS platforms and
creates a new look & feel with the
functions meeting different age-group
expectations.

ADAPTIVE PATHS

CONTESTS

Advanced algorithms supporting
the eCourses adaptivity and the selection
of optimal learning paths.

Contests for thousands of students
simultaneously can be hosted on the
platform. Our cloud servers are switched
on and off dynamically allowing efficient
management of computing power during
even country-wide events.

ASSIGNMENTS

GRADE BOOK

REPORTS

An intuitive assignment functionality
with full capabilities for reporting and
monitoring, including individual and group
assignment types that help personalizing
learning methods.

A complete Grade Book functionality, also
including Lesson Schedule, Attendance
Record, Reporting, Teacher/Student/Parent
communication, printing certificates
and others.

A broad variety of reports clearly presenting
students’ results, the time spent on eContent
materials, a number of revisions, help button
clicks, and many more.

BIG DATA

ADAPTIVE LEARNING
COURSE EDITOR

The continuous collection of a huge number
of data resulting from all interactions between
thousands of Students and the eContent
deployed in the platform.

An easy to use editor facilitating
the creation of adaptive algorithms and
the interdependence between alternate
learning paths.

SAAS MODEL
No need for installation or local hosting –
mCourser is a fully Cloud-based solution
delivered in a Software-as-a-Service model.

MOBILE READY
Accessible from a variety of stationary
and mobile devices with various screen
resolutions.

OS AGNOSTIC
Runs smoothly on Windows, Mac OS
and Linux operating systems as well as
in iOS or Android driven environments.

CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT
mCourser is regularly updated with
extra features and functionalities
making it always at the edge of arising
technologies and new devices.

Connecting
the
Connected
Generation

Virtual Structure
of a

School
System

Unlike many other LMS platforms, mCourser is capable of mimicking
the virtual structure of a school system in a particular region or
country. Starting from a central platform operator (e.g. an Educational
Publisher or the Ministry of Education) through districts, schools and
classes up to the single interaction between a teacher and a student.
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Roles

within the
Virtual Schools Structure

Along with the replication of a regular school system in
a virtual environment, mCourser supports different roles
taking active part in digital teaching and learning processes.
From a single Student, through a Teacher and a
School Admin to the entire Platform Administrator,
each user has a specific set of tools and access rights.
All available data and functions enable them to fully
exploit the capabilities of a modern, digital educational
platform.

STUDENT

The Student is basic and the most important role
in the system. Students can be organised in groups
and classes and can have access to a number
of courses or eContent packages assigned to them
by Teachers.

TEACHER

The Teachers registered in the platform have a
number of possibilities to assign tasks, organise
projects or arrange tests for their Students. As they
have full access to Students’ activities, they can
monitor their progress and address the areas that
require some extra explanation or additional practice
to truly personalize Students’ learning paths.

SCHOOL ADMIN

School Admins are responsible for creating a virtual
representation of their school. They can link Teachers
with their Students, deploy the learning materials
available to them, and menage the gradebook.
School Admins can also monitor and generate
various reports of Students’ and Teachers’ activity.

DISTRICT ADMIN

Schools are usually supervised by local educational organisations or School Districts
who want to know more general information regarding the schools’ activity and their
average or aggregated results. District Admins have access to this data and they can
also organise tests and exams for selected or all schools under their supervision.

PLATFORM ADMIN

The head of the whole platform is in charge of enabling the LMS features
available for the other users, setting up the whole school system in the platform,
assigning access rights and roles, and verifying which courses or eContent
packages are uploaded to the platform.

“We really love the statistical overview, how
it’s built, how it works and is represented.
It’s really easy to use and it has a very
nice design.”
Maruša Kmet
Managing Director at Rokus-Klett Publishing
/Slovenia/

Assignments
Assignments allow Teachers to create class tasks or homework exercises
either for individual Students or for a whole Class. Extensive reports allow
Teachers to asses the entire class’s performance in a glimpse of an eye.
Also, instant access to the smallest details of every activity enables them to
implement individual approach to the specific needs of a particular Student.

Contests
The Contests functionality makes it possible to organise contests, tests
or even exams. In this mode, Students are given an exact time slot to
perform a test based on variety of materials, including mCourser content
packages, resources created by the teacher in mInstructor or any SCORM
compliant package imported into the mCourser platform.

Collaboration
The mCourser platform is equipped with a number of functions
that facilitate group work, common projects and general Students’
collaboration. The School Admin can determine which collaboration
units are available for Students.

News
This module enables Teachers or School Admins
to announce important messages or simply
present interesting information relevant to the
school community. It can also be used as a regular
Newsletter prepared and edited by authorised users.

Portfolio
Teachers and Students can make their own repository of files
documenting their work. mCourser allows them to upload
various resources and link them with content available on
the platform to create a complete archive of class projects
or group assignments. Teachers have full access to
the Student’s Portfolio and they are able to download its
content or add more files to it.

Chats
The Chat module enables all users registered within the virtual School to
communicate in a real-time mode. The Chat recognises who is currently
logged into the mCourser platform and enables users to initiate instant
conversation or even a group discussion. It can be used to organise
“Teacher on Duty” service available to the Students who need extra support.

Messenger
The Messenger module can be used as an equivalent
of the e-mail service available for all Students and
Teachers of a particular school. It keeps track of all
the correspondence and can be used to support and
document common projects or team tasks.

Calendar
The Calendar is a useful feature that helps to organise and control the
actual workload, projects and assignments milestones together
with their due dates and group or individual events. It can be
accessed by different platform roles to inform about the events relevant
for the school, class, assignment or even a single Student.

Reports

mCourser offers a large number of valuable Reports for all different roles
deployed in the platform. They are presented in a form of clearly designed
tables, plots, charts and dashboards depending on the role of
a particular user.

Student’s Reports
Each Student has a full access to their results obtained during
a selected period of time. The Student can also see all portions
of the eContent materials that he or she accessed with a full insight
to the answers given while solving the activities.

Teacher’s Reports
The uniqueness of mCourser is the fact that, besides the
aggregated reports, a Teacher has the possibility of observing each
piece of the eContent accessed by a particular Student. Thanks
to this option, the Teacher can learn individual Students’ difficulties
and address them accordingly by suggesting additional materials
or giving direct hints, instructions or explanations.

School Admin’s Reports
The School Admin (e.g. a School Principal with appropriate access rights) has access to all data generated
by the platform and the eContent deployed in his or her School. Admin can generate the reports of time spent
by Teachers and Students with a particular part of the eContent packages, a number of sessions or average results
of a class taught by a particular Teacher. All results can be presented within selected timeframes in order to trace
the trends of targeted teaching or learning objectives.

District Admin’s Reports
With mCourser, local educational organisations or School Districts
can collect general information regarding schools’ activity and the
results obtained by Teachers and their Students. They can easily
organise tests or exams to assess the effectiveness of the teaching
and learning processes in schools under their supervision.

Platform Admin’s Reports
The Platform Admin (e.g. an Educational Publisher
or the Ministry of Education) may have access to all
data generated by the platform and the eContent
from all schools deployed in mCourser. All data, up to
the smallest detail, are stored in a BigQuery format
in order to make it possible to generate practically
any report or perform a desired analysis.
The abilities and skills in analysing and
interpreting the Big Data streams will become
soon the source of an important competitive
advantage for Educational Publishers. They
will be able to identify the effectiveness of their
materials and take the corrective measures
where necessary.

The most
powerful

Adaptive
Learning
Platform

All courses published on mCourser, even those created in a linear form, can
be re-designed into truly adaptive content.
In order to define advanced adaptive paths across the course, mCourser
is able to fully exploit the large data sets collected from students. They can
take the form of either the results from solved activities or from the variety
of other student-content-platform interactions.

The adaptivity algorithm starts from a pre-assessment test aiming to provide
information on a particular student’s current level of skills and knowledge.
The result determines the next step, which is either displaying one of the
available Remedial Lessons or moving the student to the Main Topic Lesson.
The lesson itself is also displayed as an adaptive sequence of Learning
Objects in accordance with the algorithm designed in mAuthor at the stage
of creating a lesson. The algorithm provides Learning Objects in a sequence
adjusted to the student’s progress. When the Main Topic lesson is finished,
depending on the results the student may be forwarded directly to the Next
Topic or can be given a particular set of Enhancement or Remedial/Drill &
Practice Activities.

Enhancement Lesson
Remedial Lessons
Pre– Assessment Test

Main Topic
Adaptive Lesson

A

B

with enhanced feedbacks
and the adaptive algorithm
on a sequence level

C
D

Next
Topic
Remedial / Drill
& Practice Lesson

Every publisher who offers the content on mCourser can build advanced adaptive
mechanisms using the mCourser’s Adaptive Learning Course Editor.
Thanks to such an approach, the adaptive algorithms concerning particular parts of
the learning materials can be easily fine-tuned, changed or completely redesigned to
serve different objectives. Such an approach significantly reduces the effort and cost
connected with advanced adaptive content production.

Grade Book

Lessons Schedule
Attendance Record
and other useful utilities

mCourser is not only a combination of an advanced Learning Management System and eContent
Distribution Platform. It offers additional functionalities that make it even better alined with modern
schools’ expectations.
Every school that uses mCourser may extend it with the grade book offering custom grades
definitions, school-wide lesson schedules planning, attendance records or teacher-parent
communication tools. Moreover, it is possible to integrate these features with the existing school
structures and students’ results data already available on mCourser.

Grade Book
The mCourser’s Grade Book functionality allows schools to define their own, customized
grading system. Be it numbers, letters, symbols or word descriptions, the system will
handle them all. Teachers may also define different grade categories and assign the
weights used to calculate averages. This will help to suggest final semester grades.

Lesson Schedule
Building a Lesson Plan for the entire school is a real challenge faced at the beginning
of every school year or even every semester. mCourser offers huge support providing a
dedicated Lesson Scheduling Editor. School admins are able to define their semesters,
classes and subjects, and distribute them in en easy and intuitive way in the form of
weekly plans for every teacher and every student.

Attendance Record
Attendance Record helps teachers not only to fulfil their daily
routines but also allows them to be in touch with students’
parents in order to resolve any issues that may appear due to a
particular student’s absence.
Simultaneously with the attendance data, parents have instant
access to their child’s grades or comments left by the Teacher.

m Libro

Sync Offline App

Offline
Application

There are places or situations when there is no access to the Internet.
Thanks to mLibro offline application, which compliments the mCourser
platform, this is not an issue anymore. From now on Students can work
anytime & anywhere.

How does it work?
1. Download e-content
While connected to the Internet, Students can
download their assignments and digital lessons
from the mCourser platform to the mLibro
offline application.

2. Work offline
From now on, they can work oﬄine anytime,
anywhere and all their results are stored locally
on their computer or mobile device.

3. Upload results
Once a Student has logged in to the Internet
again, all his or her results obtained while
working offline are automatically uploaded and
synchronised with the mCourser platform.

SIMPLE & EASY TO USE
The simplified and easy to use mLibro’s
interface allows working effortlessly even
for the Students with limited computer literacy.

SYSTEM AGNOSTIC
The mLibro application can work on stationary
Windows based computers or on iOS or
Android based mobile devices as a native app.

FREE OF CHARGE
mLibro is a free of charge application,
which depending on a Student’s device
can be downloaded from AppStore, Google
Play, Microsoft Store or directly from
Learnetic’s webpage.

m Libro

Sync Offline App

You may download it free
of charge from the following
places:

Windows Vista/7

Big Data

Analytics

Thanks to the fact that mCourser is a cloud-based solution, it is possible
to collect an enormous number of data resulting from all interactions
between the Students and the eContent deployed in the platform.

mCourser collects and stores millions of results that are coming from highly
interactive activities solved by thousands of Students every day. Having
access to such a huge database of information, the Publishers, Universities
or Ministries of Education can use it in a broad variety of ways.

Publishers can test and verify the efficiency
of the materials that their publishing teams
have prepared for each subject, chapter,
lesson, page or even a single activity.
The Ministries of Education can trace more
general students’ results observing longterm trends in the effectiveness of selected
education resources or methods.

By observing how Students are doing with their digital
textbooks and tracing:
• how much time they spend to solve a particular activity,
• how many mistakes they make while interacting with it,
• the type of mistakes they make,
• how many times they ask the system for a hint
or to show the correct answers,
the publishers or editors responsible for creating their digital
textbooks can assess if:
• their materials clearly and effectively present
the intended concepts and ideas,
• how difficult it is for Students to understand
the presented concepts,
• which particular part of a lesson page or activity creates
a problem for them or which one is not challenging enough.

Having all this information, the publishers and editors can constantly
improve the quality of their electronic textbooks. What’s more important,
instead of waiting for the next edition of a paper-based textbook, they can
make all corrections and improvements practically in real time.
Moreover, access to such a huge pool of information allows Publishers to
make a variety of statistical analysis in different segments and groups and
check, e.g. the differences between Students in different locations, large
towns vs. villages, or between Students of a particular background, skills,
abilities or disorders.

eContent
Standards

In order to fully exploit the mCourser capabilities, it is necessary
to secure a perfect match between an LMS and the eContent
deployed in it.
The best results can be obtained while using the eContent
created with mAuthor – Learnetic’s proprietary top-quality
Authoring Tool capable of producing highly interactive materials
and offering over 150 highly adjustable functional modules to
address the most demanding instructional design requirements.

Platform

Customisation

Thanks to the mCourser customisation capabilities, it is possible
to translate the interface to different languages or adapt its lookand-feel to specific age groups or subject contexts.
It is also possible to customise different layers of the platform
in order to match it with particular school’s or publisher’s logos
or preferential colour patterns. Platform or school administrators
can also switch on and off different functional modules in order
to streamline students’ workflows or avoid their distractions.

Cloud-based
Software
as a

Service
Model

No need for installation or local hosting – mCourser
is a fully cloud-based solution delivered and licensed
in a Software-as-a-Service model.
It allows delivering not only the undisrupted service
but also provides necessary flexibility to scale-up
mCourser service along with a growing number of
schools and students using it. It also allows seamlessly
introducing new options and functionalities that are being
developed and launched by our development teams.

With mCourser

Take
Step
the

and join your

Students’
World

OUR PARTNERS:

Check our website to learn more about mCourser’s features and discover mAuthor –
our complementary eContent Authoring Tool and eContent Development Platform.
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